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Quality metal mayhem and a 
great studio production from a 
Wigan-based outfi t. The most 
obvious infl uence, perhaps, is 
Metallica, though the fl anged 
bass and acoustic guitar adds a 
touch of The Cure; the overall 

mixture of aggression and 
restraint is spot-on, and 
guitarist Andy Higham is a 
tasteful player who’s happy to 
riff but will shred when required. 
Adam Calderbank has a fi ne 
voice and knows when to shut 

up, and any band prepared to 
deliver a 10-minute instrumental 
wins points with us. Element 
succeed in delivering a rolling 
vista of ever-changing riffs 
which sound fresh and vibrant. 
www.myspace.com/elementsound

Press Press Press Press Press Press 
Play Element: Under The Infl uence 

Visit www.guitarmagazine.co.uk to hear Under The Infl uence 

Made a demo? Been into the studio? Produced your own CD? 
Here’s the pick of the crop that landed on our desk this month

Got a story about one of your guitars or a 
guitar-crammed experience? 
Send it to Open Mic, Guitar, Leon House, 233 
High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ. Around 500 
words will do nicely – and we must have a 
photo please!

Extra
Texture

What can you do with a warped old steel-
string fl at-top? Clive Batkin disappeared 
into his shed and emerged… with this!
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Woke Up This Mornin’

Rock 
carvings! On the 
left, Erik’s 
Telemarkster; 
right, the 
Erikaster 

Rock 

P laying a lot of 

instrumental folk and 

jazz, I’ve always looked 

out for ways to add different 

sounds. For a long time I 

thought a harp guitar would 

be just the job – but the 

massive price tag made me 

decide that the best option 

would be to have a go at building 

my own. I should point out that I’m 

also a keen scavenger, sculptor and 

tinkerer in my shed, so I had a few 

bits already on hand to help me.

The starting point was my ancient 

acoustic guitar, a Hondo II steel-

string. Years ago it had resided in a 

damp shed, and the fretboard had 

lifted from the neck. I’d repaired this 

rather badly and also scalloped the 

fretboard, as well as removing the top’s 

varnish with a blow torch, scorching the 

wood. Whatever I did to it couldn’t 

make it any worse than it already was!

First I fashioned a tailpiece for the 

extra strings from a large outdoor 

hinge, folded at 90 degrees, and riveted 

on a strip of metal to increase its 

length, followed by an old mandolin 

tailpiece. I stretched an old guitar string 

from this anchor to find a point roughly 

parallel with the existing head, and 

added a new head/neck section taken 

from an old violin, which I 

mounted on to the guitar 

headstock. The new head was 

held six inches away from the 

existing headstock by a wooden 

spacer and a metal bar. 

I added some guitar tuners to 

the violin head and then fitted 

four new drone strings. I adapted 

a bridge from a plastic bridge 

taken from an old banjo-type 

instrument, and positioned it on 

the body at the spot where it 

seemed to transfer most volume 

to the soundboard. I also cut a 

secondary soundhole in the top 

half of the upper bout. A lot of 

tunes I was playing use drop D 

tuning, so I tuned the new drone 

strings to D, A, D, D, low to high.

Once I realised my new 

Frankenstein-guitar would actually make a 

usable sound and not fold in half under the extra 

stress, I finished it off by tidying up the 

remainder of the abused instrument and 

stringing it with an old set of Elixir strings. 

Although it’s a 

weird beast, I’m 

extremely pleased 

with it. With the 

extra strings used as drones, I can coax exotic 
carvings! On the 

extra strings used as drones, I can coax exotic 
carvings! On the 
left, Erik’s extra strings used as drones, I can coax exotic left, Erik’s 

melodies (there’s a tune at www.myspace.com/Telemarkster; www.myspace.com/Telemarkster; 
right, the 

www.myspace.com/
right, the 

clivebatkin). If added to chords, the drones 
right, the 

 If added to chords, the drones 
right, the 
Erikaster  If added to chords, the drones Erikaster 

create huge-sounding inversions. I’ve even 

managed some Preston Reed-style percussive 

tapping using just the drone strings and the 

body. Finally, what to call it? A friend suggested 

the Guiharpitar… and it seems to have stuck!

‘Whatever I did to this 
guitar couldn’t make 
it any worse than it 
already was’


